All About Me: It’s me

reception

Lesson Objectives:

Key Messages:

• Children will have the opportunity to
explore the physical similarities and
differences between friends.

Today’s lesson is designed to help introduce children to the “All About Me”
programme, both the topic to expect and how the lessons will be structured. It is a
chance to explain that over the week the class will be exploring all the things that
make us who we are and all the little differences that make us special. We will be
talking about our families, friendships, our bodies, our likes and dislikes and most
importantly our feelings. The lessons are designed to be activity based, fun and
engaging.

• By the end of the lesson Children will
understand that we are all unique and
special in our own way.

You see everyone is special in their own way.

Closing:
So we have found lots of things we have in common and realised there are lots of similarities between us - we may share the same
like or dislikes - have the same colour eyes or hair, but we are all unique in our own way - and that is what makes us special.
Because no one else, is quite like you!
Next time we will look at our friends and family…
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Carrying on the conversation at home:
At school we have been talking about similarities and differences - this is a good thing to
do home as well. Chat with your child about the similarities and differences between
family members… who as the same/different colour eyes, hair colour etc.
Ask what they drew as their favourite dinner - favourite colour - favourite TV show. Ask
them why they like these things… and tell them yours too.
If you can sit down and watch one their favourite shows together or make their favourite
dinner….
These are the things I am sure you do all the time - but often we take for granted the
little conversations - without paying too much attention….
This programme is an idea opportunity to show your interest in your child’s likes and
dislikes and most importantly to ask them why? - this shows you value their opinion and
helps them to understand that you want to listen to them. Pathing the way for bigger
conversations later.

Useful Links:

my relationships: what makes a family?

reception

Lesson Objectives:

Key Messages:

• Children will be given the opportunity

This lesson explores the diversity of families we have in our class. Children will explore a
variety of diﬀerent families and discussion will include asking the children the following
questions:

• Children will explore a variety of

Do all families have a mummy and a daddy?
Do some people have more than one mummy or daddy?
Do some children have more than one home?
Do all children have brothers or sisters?
Do all homes have a pet?
How do homes make us feel…?

to think about personal relationships
and who is important in their lives.
diﬀerent types of families and
understand that not all families are
the same.

• Children will understand the

importance of relationships to help
support us and help us to feel safe.

All families are welcome in our school. Children will learn that whilst not all families look
the same, a home should be a place that children feel safe and cared for.

Closing:

Everyone has the need for friends and family, and people around them who can support and care for them. Grown ups need these
things too.
Remember all families are unique and special. It doesn’t necessarily matter who lives in our houses with us, but that our home is
somewhere we feel safe, cared for and loved. And that we have people around us that help us to feel happy and we can go to for
help and support - some of those people may be on our personal support networks*.

Carrying on the conversation at home:
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Ask your child who they drew in their house today. Did they draw more than one house? Did
they include pets?
It is an ideal opportunity to ask about the other families in your child’s class - not to be nosey!
But to show interest in their friends and class mates and it is an ideal opportunity to talk about
issues around diversity and acceptance.
Are there other families like yours? Talk about the similarities and diﬀerences between families,
because families come in all diﬀerent shapes and sizes.

Useful Links:

All children have questions about whether their family set up is normal and want reassurance.
The important thing is a family is a place you feel loved, cared for and safe.

• to find out more about children’s
support networks about Protective
Behaviours

my thoughts, feelings & behaviours:
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Exploring feelings
Lesson Objectives:

Key Messages:

• Children will have the opportunity to

Children will explore the feelings they know, and how they affect our behaviours.
The lesson will support Key messages from Protective Behaviours including:

•

think about different emotions and
explore how people may look and act
when they have these feelings.
Children will learn that feelings are
neither good or bad, right or wrong. It
is how we behave when we have
these feelings that make them either
positive or negative.

There are no such things as good or bad feelings - feelings are feelings. Not good
or bad, right or wrong. Sometimes people choose to behave unsafely when they
have big feelings that result in them being either good or bad.

• Supports key messages from the
Protective behaviours Taking Care
Programme.

Closing:
There are no such things as bad feelings. But sometimes the way we behave makes a feeling good or bad. We all can all feel
angry, or sad or worried from time to time. It is perfectly natural to feel this way, but it is never ok to hurt others or yourself. There
are other ways - better ways of dealing with them.

Carrying on the conversation at home:
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Ask your child how many diﬀerent feelings they know… play a game pulling funny faces or
acting out diﬀerent feelings.
Ask your child if they know any ‘good’ or ‘bad’ feelings - and remind them there is no such
thing.
Talk through any diﬃcult behaviours your child may have and talk through diﬀerent strategies
they can use to tell you about how they feel or things they could do instead of the
behaviours you would like them not to act out.
Remind them it is ok to some times get upset, frustrated or angry… and that we
all feel like that from time-to-time but make sure you give them things they can
do to help manage those big feelings at home.

Useful Links:
• There are some fantastic books listed
in our library about emotions and
managing big feelings. Check them
out here:

My body: My body belongs to me
Lesson Objectives:
• Children will explore the similarities and

•
•

•
•

diﬀerences in body’s between friends,
including the physical diﬀerences
between boys and girls.
Children will use the correct names for
their personal body parts.
Children will understand that their body
belongs to them, and no one should
touch them in a way they are
uncomfortable with.
Children will learn about Private parts of
the body in line with the NSPCC PANTS
rule.
Supports key messages from the
Protective behaviours Taking Care
Programme.
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Key Messages:
This lesson starts the journey of children becoming body confident, building their self
esteem and ensuring the grow up comfortable in their own skins. Importantly, they will also
learn about the rules about touching their own and other’s bodies, beginning their learning
about body autonomy, consent and personal boundaries.
Children will learn about the physical differences between girls and boys. In particular
which parts of their bodies are considered private. Privates are generally the parts of the
body that are covered by our underwear or swimsuits. It is important to use this
opportunity to teach children the correct names for their genitals. We encourage both
schools and parents to use the correct terms for personal body parts as it in turn
encourages children to not see them as taboo or shameful and instead ensures that if they
have any worries or concerns they can talk to a trusted adult about them.
At this age we use:

Penis & anus (bum) for boys

Vulva, vagina & anus for girls

Important - don’t forget mouths are also considered private too.

Closing:
Our bodies are fantastic! We are all similar but also unique in our own ways. Remember our body belongs to…(who?). No one
should touch our bodies unless we say it is ok; especially our private parts. And it should never be a secret.

Carrying on the conversation at home:
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Download the pants rules pdf for parents and children. Sit down and read it together.
We have made a copy of our character outlines available for you to print oﬀ at home. You can
use they to sit and name the body parts together - drawing and colouring is a great way of
talking with your child as they are distracted and busy. Draw on the character’s underwear and
make sure your child know which bits are private, what the correct names for girl’s and boy’s
private parts are (you may need to practice saying the names by yourself first if you aren’t used
to doing it!) and if you choose to, talk about what words you are happy for them to use at home
- in front of Grandma…
Remind your child that they are in charge of their
body and no one is entitled to tell them what to
do with their body or touch them in a way they
don’t like.
Watch the NSPCC pantosaurus video clip
together - apologies you will be singing the tune
for days to come…

Useful Links:
• If you would like to learn more about the
importance of using the correct names
for personal body parts read this.

• We will be using the NSPCC pants rules
to reinforce the key messages in this
lesson. Click here to download a pdf fact
sheet especially for parents.
• Or you can have the joy of watching the
NSPCC Pantosaurus video

• Character outlines

My choices & personal boundaries:
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Touch & Feel
Lesson Objectives:

Key Messages:

• Children will be given the opportunity to

This lesson builds on the messages from the previous lesson. It explores different
types of touch through sensory play. We will use touch and feel bags with different
objects textures in. This will be the children’s first lesson about consent in an age
appropriate manner. We start with a very simple message helping the children to
realise just because you like something, doesn’t mean everyone does. Equally just
because you don’t like something does not mean that other feels that way.

•
•
•
•

explore a variety of diﬀerent touch and feel
sensations and allowed to decide which
they like and dislike.
By the end of the lesson Children will
understand that just because they like how
something feels, does not mean that
everyones feels the same.
Children will learn that no one should be
touched in a way they find uncomfortable
and what to do if someone does.
Children will be given the opportunity to
practice saying NO and that no and stop
should always be listened to.
Supports key messages from the
Protective behaviours Taking Care
Programme.

We will ask the children to consider if a hug always feels nice:
“If mummy or daddy give you a cuddle - it might feel nice. However, it might depend
on what mood you’re in or who else is around. For example, if you fall over and hurt
yourself - it might help you feel better… however, if you are really grumpy - you
might not want a hug.
If all your friends are around and mummy gives you a big cuddle, you might feel
embarrassed…

Closing:
Remember your body belongs to you and no one should touch you in a way you don’t like. But equally, just because something may
feel nice to you - doesn’t mean that everyone else will like it too. We need to listen if someone else tells us no or to stop when they
don’t like a way we are touching them.!

Key Messages continued…
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It also depends on who might be giving the hug… a touch from one person may
feel nice and comforting, but the same touch from someone else may result in us
feeling uncomfortable.”
We will talk to children about what they can do if someone touches them in a way
they don’t like:

• We can ask them to stop politely. “I need you to stop doing that I don’t like it”
(ask the children to repeat the phrase).

• We can tell them to STOP. Louder…. and louder (ask the children to shout

Useful Links:

• Check out our pages to explore how
to talk to children about consent.

stop louder and louder).

• If they don’t listen we need to tell an adult we trust.
• If it is an adult - we can tell another adult.

• There are also some fantastic books
in our library too.

Carrying on the conversation at home:
Remind your child that they are in charge of their body and no one is entitled to tell them what to do with their body or touch them in a way
they don’t like. Ask them to tell you and show you how they can say no if they don’t like how someone touches them.
Giving your child choices is the best way for them to assert their autonomy. Saying goodbye to Grandma, is something we need to do so we
aren’t being rude - but you can give your child a choice of how they say goodbye…. not all children will want to give hugs or kisses…
especially if they aren’t in the mood.
Instead we can ask: “how are we going to say goodbye? Would you like to give her a cuddle, blow her a kiss, give her a wave or a high
five…?”
If needs be have a chat to the other adults in your child’s life and explain the message and lessons you are trying to reinforce with your child
- there will be very few adults that care about your child that don’t want to make sure they grow up safe.
These are conversations that should be continual - something you can come back to again and again…

